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Ultra-low threshold gallium nitride photonic crystal nanobeam laser
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We report exceptionally low thresholds (9.1 μW/cm²) for room temperature lasing at ~450 nm in optically pumped Gallium Nitride (GaN) nanobeam cavity structures. The nanobeam cavity geometry provides high theoretical Q (>100 000) with small modal volume, leading to a high spontaneous emission factor, β = 0.94. The active layer materials are Indium Gallium Nitride (InGaN) fragmented quantum wells (fQWs), a critical factor in achieving the low thresholds, which are an order-of-magnitude lower than obtainable with continuous QW active layers. We suggest that the extra confinement of photo-generated carriers for fQWs (compared to QWs) is responsible for the excellent performance.

Semiconductor nanocavities are excellent platforms for experimental studies of lasing dynamics and cavity QED.1–7 The large bandgap of the GaN-based materials offers great potential of highly efficient blue and UV emitting devices operating at room temperature.8–10 This work demonstrates a GaN photonic crystal (PC) nanobeam laser with a spontaneous emission factor, β, as high as 0.94. The threshold of 50.1 μW incident power, with an adjusted 9.1 μW/cm² absorbed energy density marks a record low threshold for PC cavity lasers fabricated from InGaN/GaN heterostructures alone. The active layer of these low-threshold structures consists of three fragmented quantum wells (fQWs): InGaN layers consisting of strips 50–100 nm wide, isolated by narrower troughs, filled with GaN. The fragmented nature of the active layer has a dramatic influence on the lasing threshold: a continuous QW in the same nanobeam cavity produces lasers with an order of magnitude higher threshold. Because of the high surface area to volume ratio of the nanobeam cavities, the additional carrier confinement in the InGaN fQW active medium is essential in reducing non-radiative recombination with the sidewalls and surfaces of the nanobeam cavity. This results in dramatically improved lasing thresholds for the fQW nanobeam structure. As an active medium with greater carrier confinement than QWs, and higher carrier capture probability than quantum dots, the fQW thus provides an ideal means of probing the limits of light and matter interactions in a nanoscale cavity.

Nanobeam PC cavities offer high quality factors and small modal volumes, providing an ideal platform for realizing low threshold lasing.11,12 The particular cavity design utilized for these studies comprises a ridge waveguide perforated with gratings of circular holes designed using a deterministic high-Q method13,14 (Q = quality factor). The cavity has a total length of 5.2 μm with a hole periodicity of 130 nm. The width and thickness of the beam is 125 nm and 200 nm, respectively. Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations of the intensity profile of the mode (Fig. 1(a)) indicate its confinement within the small volumes of the semiconductor material, between the inner etched holes. The simulations also indicate a resonance is at 419.48 nm, with simulated Q factor of 101 000 and modal volume (V) of 1.7(λ/n)³, where n is 2.5, the refractive index of GaN and λ is the wavelength of operation of the device. The simulated value of Q will almost always be higher than the values obtained for fabricated structures, since the calculations do not take into account “real losses” due to scattering, absorption in the material or imperfections in the fabrication process. Nonetheless, it is important to begin with a design that offers a high theoretical value of Q/V.

FIG. 1. (a) FDTD simulation of the intensity profile of mode at 419.48 nm. The modal volume (V) is 1.7(λ/n)³ and Q is approximately 101 000. The etched holes are circular. (b) AFM scan of the annealed InGaN epilayer showing the fQWs before capping. The inset image presents a possible overlay of the nanobeam and the fQW structures at the same size scale, showing the interplay of the two.
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To form the cavity structure and the active layer material, metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) was used, beginning with an n-doped c-plane GaN/Al2O3 pseudo-substrate (typical dislocation density is ca. 3.5 × 10^6 cm^-2). A 200 nm thick InxGa1-yN/InyGa1-xN sacrificial superlattice (SSL, x = 6.5%, y = 5%) was grown and capped by a thin (≈10 nm) GaN layer, followed by a 20 nm Al0.2Ga0.8N etch stop and a 180 nm thick GaN membrane containing the InGaN/GaN active layers composed of three fragmented InGaN QWs. Each fQW was formed by growing a 2.5 nm thick InGaN epilayer at 710 °C and annealing at the growth temperature for 240 s in an atmosphere of NH3 and N2 prior to capping with 7.5 nm of GaN. Following annealing, the InGaN epilayer exhibits a network of interlinking InGaN layers aligned almost along the [11–20] direction. The average width of the InGaN strips is approximately 70 nm. After the growth of the GaN capping layer, a composition gradient in the InGaN strip is expected to be formed, making the center of the strip more indium rich than the edges. This creates a graded electronic potential which confines the carriers at the center of the strips. For comparison, analogous structures were grown that contained three layers of continuous InGaN QW material. Both the QWs and the GaN barriers were grown at a temperature of 740 °C, again under N2. The differences in the growth temperatures of the fQW and QW samples allowed similar peak emission wavelengths from the two structures, ~450 ± 5 nm. Both the fQW and QW samples exhibited negligible surface roughness. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to characterize the indium content of continuous QWs to be approximately 18%. Reliable XRD quantification of the indium composition of fQWs is difficult due to their non-uniformity. While the average indium content of the fQW will be lower than that of the QW, our previous microscopy studies suggest that at the center of the InGaN strips both the width and composition of the fQW should be similar to that of the QW structure. Photoluminescence measurements revealed the as-grown QW sample to be approximately twice as bright as the fQW sample, likely due to the larger amount of InGaN material present in the continuous QWs. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the fQW sample is 35 nm, approximately 5 nm broader than that of the QW sample, most likely due to the inhomogeneous broadening originating from the uncontrollable size variations in the fQWs.

Fabrication of the photonic crystal nanobeams was carried out in a two-step dry etching transfer process followed by a photoelectrochemical (PEC) etch process to undercut the nanobeams and optically isolate them from the substrate. First, 5 nm of SiO2 is deposited on the as-grown GaN/InGaN wafer prior to evaporation of 15 nm of Ti as conductive layer. Then negative resist (XR-1541) is spin-coated and E-beam lithography (Elionix F-125) is used to define the nanobeam and circular pad which served as masks for the subsequent inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etch in 25 sccm of N2 and Cl2 gas for an approximate depth of 300 nm. Subsequently, FOx-16 resist is spin-coated and E-beam lithography is again used to define a large rectangular pad aligned to the dry-etched nanobeam and circular pad. This pattern was subsequently dry-etched to a depth of approximately 200 nm, using the same conditions as described above. This allows access to the InxGa1-xN/InyGa1-yN superlattice, which is then selectively removed by the PEC etch in a solution of 0.004 M HCl. This produces the final suspended photonic crystal structure shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b): the top-down and side-view scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the photonic crystal nanodevice. Details of the PEC process can be found elsewhere. The InGaN fQW active layer is located in the middle of the cavity membrane, sandwiched by the GaN barrier layers.

Optical characterization of the nanobeams was performed using a frequency-doubled pulsed titanium-sapphire laser focused onto the sample through a long working distance objective (×40, NA = 0.5). The source produces pulses of 380 nm light (200 ps pulse length and 76 MHz repetition rate), an energy below the bandgap of GaN and above the bandgap of the InGaN fQWs. We assume that all incident excitation power is focused onto the device and that the laser spot is a uniform Gaussian shaped beam 290 nm in radius.

The Qs of the fabricated devices can be found by calculating λ/Δλ of the mode peak; the Q values range from 1300 to 1900. The etched holes of the fabricated device were slightly smaller than the designed values, resulting in a mode positioned around 454 nm. This actually better matched the gain medium, which displayed a peak at ~460 nm. Lasing behavior in the nanobeam devices is clearly demonstrated through the linewidth narrowing (0.32 nm to 0.1 nm at the onset of lasing) and the dramatic increase of the PL emission intensity as a function of incident pump power. Three different spectra are shown in Fig. 3(a), taken below threshold, at threshold, and above threshold. The inset image of Fig. 3(a) compares the discernible narrowing in linewidth of the principal mode when excited below and above threshold. The broad background at low pump power is the signature emission of the active medium, coupled to the leaky modes.
of the cavity. At increased pump power, there is a slight blue-shift of the peak, which may be related to screening of the built-in electric field. Fig. 3(b) provides a log-log plot of the emission intensity versus pump power clearly indicating three regions of lasing operation. (c) Linear output intensity vs. pump power plots comparing the thresholds of the fQW and QW lasers. The inset shows a zoomed-in version of the plot for the fQW laser with 9.1 \( \mu \text{J/cm}^2 \) threshold. The QW laser has an adjusted threshold of 108.6 \( \mu \text{J/cm}^2 \). of threshold powers was about an order magnitude larger for the fQW and QW lasers. For both fQW and QW lasers, demonstrating clear lasing behavior using the excitation power allowed by our optical set-up. The variations in the gain medium quality across the sample wafer give rise to the variation in thresholds observed for both fQW and QW lasers. For the much higher thresholds needed to achieve lasing in the QW structures, heating of the nanobeam structures and effects such as free carrier absorption may explain the lower percentage of successful lasing in the QW devices.

For 5 fQW nanobeams that were analyzed in detail, the lasing thresholds range from 9.1 \( \mu \text{J/cm}^2 \) to 27.2 \( \mu \text{J/cm}^2 \) with an average of 15.6 \( \mu \text{J/cm}^2 \), and the lasing wavelengths are relatively consistent at around 454 nm. Comparatively, the average adjusted threshold for the QW nanobeam lasers is 203.6 \( \mu \text{J/cm}^2 \), more than an order of magnitude higher than the average threshold of the fQW nanobeam lasers. Fig. 3(c) shows the linear output intensity vs. pump power plots for the fQW and QW lasers, demonstrating clear lasing behavior with a dramatic difference in thresholds. These results are particularly interesting since our earlier comparison of lasing thresholds in microdisk cavities with 1.2 \( \mu \text{m} \) diameter yielded the opposite outcome: the average lasing threshold for cavities with fQW active layers was approximately four times greater than for cavities with QW active layers. In addition, the range of threshold powers was about an order of magnitude larger for the fQW microcavity lasers. For both samples, no correlation between the lasing threshold and Q factor is observed, similar to the experimental observation on the microdisk lasers.
We believe that the difference results from the changes in the relative loss mechanisms for carriers and photons as the cavity-active medium system is altered. The nanobeam cavities provide smaller mode volumes than do the microdisks, allowing a stronger mode-emitter coupling. The inset of Fig. 1(b) shows a portion of the nanobeam cavity dimensions overlaid on the as-grown annealed InGaN epilayer, illustrating the interplay of the scales of the two structures. The schematic shown in Fig. 4(a) suggests how electron-hole pairs created within a continuous QW active layer of the nanobeam cavity may diffuse to the edges of the etched holes and recombine non-radiatively with surface states. The region enclosed by the dashed line delineates the approximate boundaries of the center cavity mode. If the average distance of photo-created carrier to etched surface is less than a carrier diffusion length (LD), then we would expect substantial loss to non-radiative recombination. Although we have not measured the diffusion lengths and radiative lifetimes of these particular samples, we may find guidance from the literature in order to make an order-of-magnitude estimate of LD = [Dt]1/2, where D is the diffusion constant, and t is the carrier lifetime for the InGaN active material. Danhof et al. carried out time-of-flight measurements of carrier diffusion in InGaN/GaN QWs. They deduced an ambipolar diffusion constant at room temperature of 1.2 cm²/s for InGaN QWs emitting at 470 nm. Values of t will also vary, depending on the nature and quality of the active layer material, but we can use an order of magnitude estimate of t ~ 10 ns. The resulting estimate for LD is ~1.1 μm, while the typical distance between holes in our nanobeam is ~130 nm. Thus, a substantial proportion of the photo-generated carriers will diffuse to the edges or surfaces of the nanobeam and undergo non-radiative recombination with surface states. The large reduction in carrier-generated photons leads to significantly increased lasing thresholds for nanobeams with continuous QW active layers. By contrast, the modulated potential barriers of the fQW active layers enhance the localization of the carriers and limit diffusion to the surfaces as illustrated by Fig. 4(b). We note that earlier work on as-grown fQW materials demonstrated higher PL efficiency than continuous QW material at low excitation powers. The reason underlying this behavior, impeding carrier diffusion to dislocations with subsequent non-radiative recombination, supports the role of the fQWs in these low-threshold nanobeam lasers.

In contrast, the best coupling between microdisk cavity and active layer for the multiple maxima distributed along the periphery of the microdisk is achieved for a gain medium that is as uniform as possible. Carriers generated through the entire interior of the disk may diffuse to the periphery, recombine radiatively and interact with the whispering gallery modes. The larger lateral dimensions of the microdisk cavity (with radius > LD) allow the collection of photons from a larger fraction of the photo-generated carriers. The spatial variability of the IQW material disrupts that uniformity, leading to a larger variability and often larger value of the lasing threshold. Thus, the continuous QW active layers produce lower threshold lasing than IQW active layers for microdisk cavities. Future work will explore the further details of the different behavior of the fQW and QW active layers within microdisk and nanobeam cavities.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an ultra-low threshold InGaN/GaN photonic crystal nanobeam laser. A clear transition from spontaneous emission to lasing is observed with clear linewidth narrowing. The ultimate device has an adjusted threshold of 9.1 μJ/cm². The ultra-small modal volume of the cavity and the reduction in the number of competing modes are useful in reducing the threshold. Moreover, we observed an order of magnitude reduction in lasing threshold on nanobeams fabricated from fQWs, which exhibit nanoscale non-uniformity, compared to continuous QWs because of an increased carrier confinement which is expected to reduce the impact of surface states. These observations underscore the advantages of this photonic crystal nanobeam design, matched to the 3-layer IQW gain material. Matching nanocavity geometry to the nanostructured gain medium provides GaN/InGaN lasers with excellent performance. Because of their compact size and low thresholds, these devices are excellent candidates for efficient, on-chip optical sources in the blue portion of the spectrum.
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FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of a nanobeam cavity with continuous InGaN QW active medium. Photo-generated electron-hole pairs can diffuse to the edges of the etched holes and recombine non-radiatively with surface states as indicated by the arrows. (b) Schematic of a nanobeam cavity with InGaN fQW active medium. Photo-generated electron-hole pairs are localized within the boundaries of the isolated islands of the fQW. The regions enclosed by the dashed line in (a) and (b) represent the boundary of the center cavity medium.